[The types of the structural-functional connections of the coronary circulation and the state of the myocardium in patients with isolated and combined forms of ischemic heart disease and arterial hypertension].
The analysis of evidence obtained at coronaroangiography, myocardial scintigraphy, echocardiography, severity of coronary and heart insufficiency in patients with isolated and combined forms of ischemic heart disease and arterial hypertension has identified three types of structural-functional relations between characteristics of coronary circulation and myocardial status: myocardio-perfusional (concentric myocardial hypertrophy with diastolic dysfunction leading to perfusional defects), coronaro-myocardial (affection of coronary arteries resulting in myocardial lesion with primarily systolic dysfunction), coronaro-perfusional (disturbed coronary circulation in involvement of coronary and myocardial factors).